
United University Professions 

Polytechnic Institute Chapter 

Final Labor Management Meeting Notes  

December 14, 2018 * Albany Campus 

 

Present for Management:  Grace Wang, Interim President; Mike Frame, COS and COO; Rhonda Haines, 

Associate VP, HR; Mark Lemire, SUNY Counsel, Steve Schneider, Interim Provost 

 

Present for Labor: Linda Weber, Union President; Maarten Heyboer, VP of Academics;  Scott Tenenbaum, 

CNSE Academics Representative; Brian Taylor, CNSE Professionals Representative; Susan DeCarlo, LRS 

*Note:  These are notes and not minutes and, as such, represent Labor’s view of the proceedings. 

 

Unfinished/Old Business 

 

1. Update on use of field house facilities by faculty and staff (Mark Lemire was to draft 

agreement). 

 

Labor requested an update on the progress toward drafting an agreement on free use of the field house 

facilities by faculty and staff starting January 1, 2019.   

 

Management indicated that it had not had a chance to draft the agreement, but that they still supported 

this decision. 

 

TO DO:  Mark Lemire would draft the language by the end of December, 2018. 

  

2. Lecturer promotion policy and promotion. See Oct. 30 LM google.docs folder for 

background. 

 

Labor indicated that it was not satisfied with the previous LM meeting’s lack of progress on the lecturer 

promotion policy and procedure and would like to identify next steps.  In order to proceed, Labor needed 

confirmation from President Wang that she supports 1) the development of a promotional pathway for 

lecturers, and 2) the composition of the working group to develop procedures for promotion: UUP 

representative, Provost, governance representative, HR representative, lecturer.   

 

President Wang expressed support for the development of a promotional pathway for lecturers and was 

supportive of the working group composition, although she wanted to make sure that the Governance 

Council was consulted as to the form of involvement of the council - meaning that there could be one or 

two seats if the Albany campus wanted representation.  Work on the committee will should begin asap.   

 

TO DO:  Linda and Rhonda will develop the charge for the working group so that the group may begin its 

work in January, 2019.   

 

3. UUP Positions Lost/Gained - see attached. 

 

President Weber provided a more granular analysis of an inquiry that began in spring 2018.  The original 

inquiry began because of the perception that academic and professional UUP positions had been lost.  



The overall analysis in the spring indicated an increase in professionals and a decrease in academics 

when Sept. 2015 data (immediately following the merger) was compared with March 2018 data.  This 

refined analysis also covers this same time period because time was insufficient to update Sept. 2018 

data.   

 

Discussion ensued. The overall data indicated an increase in professionals on both the Utica and Albany 

campuses.  It is believed that the increase in the Albany positions was due to the transfer of RF positions 

to SUNY positions.  The Utica data indicated an increase in positions in a few units;  however, the 

decrease in admissions positions and college life positions deserves attention.  The campus comparison 

indicates a drop in assistant professor positions on both campuses.  The Utica campus does have an 

increase in lecturers.  This trend deserves further attention since the lecturer position was not intended 

to replace assistant professors but to constrain the growth of the proportion of classes being taught by 

adjuncts on the Utica campus.  The drop in assistant professors at the Albany campus is believed to be 

due to promotions and not filling vacant positions.   Developing targets for the ratio of faculty with 

academic rank to those with qualified academic rank was recommended by Labor.  This issue should be 

turned over to governance planning and budgeting.  President Wang was willing to investigate targets 

but wanted this to happen after the visioning exercise for the campus was completed. 

 

TO DO:  Dr. Weber will refer her report to governance for consideration.   

 

4. Update on faculty handbook committee and composition?  Rhonda Haines 

 

Labor asserted that the faculty need an up-to-date handbook to which they can refer that provides a one-

stop place to navigate all of the approved policies that influence their academic career at SUNY Poly.  The 

last approved handbook was 2005, and the current 2012 handbook has never been approved.  In past 

meetings it was agreed that the handbook should be a electronic compilation of approved, existing 

policies that would be tagged as to who approved and that when it was approved it would be updated as 

new relevant policies were approved or as revisions to existing policies were approved. The previous 

committee structure was problematic and needs redesign.  

 

Management agreed that the faculty handbook process needs to be rebooted.  The approach of using the 

existing structure of the 2012 handbook and compiling existing up-to-date approved policies for the first 

iteration of the handbook was supported.  The composition of the committee would be examined, but 

would include representatives from the Provost’s office, HR, governance, and labor.  The Provost 

indicated that his office did have folders that included previous work done. 

 

TO DO:  The Provost’s office will reboot the faculty handbook working group process with the 

reconstitution of the working group and a first meeting by the end of January. 

 

5. Two year contracts for professionals on their way toward permanence - see Google.docs 

folder Oct 30 LM 

 

Labor requested flexibility by management in defining the length of the term of contract as professionals 

are making their way toward permanency.  A perceived flexible policy prior to the merger has been 

replaced with a standard one-year contract.  Mandatory one-year contracts are demoralizing for 

professionals who are doing well according to their performance evaluation and who would like to have a 



more stable future with SUNY Poly.  In addition, this would be helpful for SUNY Poly to retain highly 

valued employees.   

 

Management disagrees that they issue across-the-board one year policies and that the one-year contract 

started well before the merger.  However, management asserts that the two-year contract was already 

an option.  Management was supportive of two-year contracts on a case-by-case basis for highly 

desirable candidates or for those employees demonstrating above average performance.  

 

TO DO:  President Weber will communicate this option to professional employees and HR will 

communicate this option to supervisors.   

 

6. Consensual relationship policy update.  

 

Labor requested an update on the status of the Consensual Relationship Policy. Each campus was to 

develop a specific campus policy using the state’s directives in consultation with appropriate campus 

bodies by February 1, 2019.  The date is quickly approaching. As long as the policy is reasonable and 

followed state directives, Labor did not see this as a problem.  Timeliness is the concern if consultation is 

to happen.   

 

Management indicated that SUNY Counsel had not yet finished the language but would forward the draft 

SUNY Poly policy to union and governance council chairs soon. 

 

TO DO:  Mark Lemire will finish draft language and will forward it asap to the appropriate consultative 

bodies for review, keeping in mind that the state’s deadline is Feb. 1, 2019.   

 

THE MEETING WAS CLOSED AS TIME HAD RUN OUT - NO TIME TO DISCUSS NEW BUSINESS. 

 

Brief statements were offered by President Wang and President Weber concerning working together to 

address some of the contractual and work related concerns to better the future for SUNY Poly.   

 

New Business 

 

1. University President’s relationship with the union. 

2. Morale - faculty and staff. 

3. Future direction of institute.  

 

Drafted and Approved -  Linda R. Weber, December 17, 2018 

Reviewed and Approved - Maarten Heyboer 

First Edited PEM 12/31/18 

  

https://www.suny.edu/sunypp/documents.cfm?doc_id=877


 


